
DESTINATION>>

Labrador’s Flowers River offers some of the most 

spectacular salmon fishing in a remote and unspoilt 

environment.  Tom Boyd tells more.   

Flowers River
a long cast from Goose Bay

T
he Mealy Mountains, fog shrouded, lay

to the south.  Our pilot eased the Otter

lower as light rain beaded on the wind-

shield of  our floatplane.  Our goal – the

Flowers River, one of  the world’s greatest Atlantic

salmon destinations.  The Flowers, 267km northeast

of  Goose Bay, Labrador, represents the northern-

most range for Atlantic salmon in North America’s

Atlantic Ocean.  Breaks in the clouds revealed one

of  the continent’s last great pristine wilderness areas,

comprising almost 300,000km2.  Lakes, ponds, rivers

and streams of  every description stretch to the horizon.  Water

dominates the rugged, worn mountains and endless black

spruce and tamarack forests starkly contrast with the infinite

white carpet of  caribou moss.  Many of  the peat and tannic

acid-stained streams wind in serpentine loops.  Shallow lakes

are tan or brown; deeper lakes black.  Spring-fed lakes sparkle

cobalt, green or blue.  Rapids are common in the ancient,

glacially eroded mountains.  Waterfalls gleam white as they

cascade down the cliffs from outfalls.  All these waterways

connect in a vast labyrinth.  All flow east – their final desti-

nation, the Labrador Sea.  
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Right: Woodland caribou abound in this area.
Bottom right: The rugged and ancient Mealy 

Mountains from the air.  
Bottom middle: Aerial view of Flowers River Lodge.
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At the mouth of this great sea, salmon gather in their

ancestral home waters, as they have for untold millennia, their

bodies undergoing the process of osmoregulation, when their

gills and kidneys adjust to handle fresh water.  They lie in wait

for a moon tide or a fresh surge of water from a strong rain to

raise the river level and allow the final leg of their migration

to the precise area of their birth, their senses so profoundly

efficient that they are guided by the Earth’s magnetic field.  Their

acute olfactory senses detect the minute but distinct variances

in the river aromas.  This unique fragrance identifies their home

river and draws them back like a magnet.  A few privileged

anglers await them to partake in one of fly fishing’s greatest

challenges – taking a large, wild Atlantic salmon on a dry.

Above: Aerial antics by a captured Atlantic salmon.
Left: Returning to the lodge at dusk.



Looking down we sighted the Adlatok River where it forks,

and shortly after that the Hunt River came into view.  “We’re

close,” I thought as a blanket of fog rolled in from the ocean.

Tense moments later, the fog parted, revealing the magnificent

Flowers River.  We touched pontoons near the lodge, 20km

from the Atlantic, at the river’s sole landing spot and the first

major holding area for migrating salmon.  The lodge hosts ten

rods in comfortable surroundings and accesses over 40 pools

in a 16km stretch, primarily upstream.  

TRAVEL IN LABRADOR
This trip was arduous as I’d torn a bicep muscle the week

before while fishing for giant brook trout and landlocked arctic

char at Coopers Minipi Camps.  The doctor’s advice was to

return home, but for a chance to fish the incomparable Flowers

I’d have lain in traffic for a week.  Bad weather dogged us

because wind from the sea carried moisture and fog.  The

prevailing summer winds are usually offshore, but fortunately

the weather broke.

I was reminded of my first trip to Labrador over 30 years

ago.  I’d thoroughly researched this little-known land of wolves

and Northern Lights, and the best map I could find had so few

“blue” roads I was shocked.  A closer investigation showed that

the blue roads were dog-sled trails – Labrador had no roads!

With no road system in Labrador, floatplanes and helicopters

are the way of life.  Without them, commerce stops, and because

fishing lodges are all remote fly-out destinations, foul weather

can severely test the limited transportation resources.  The first

paved road traversing Labrador was completed only recently.

Above: Closeup of a mighty salmon tail.
Left: Land of wolves.  Below: The main Flowers River Lodge.
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SPECIES TO BE TARGETED:
BROOK TROUT 

(Salvelinus fontinalis)

Sea-run brook trout are usually caught incidentally while

salmon fishing.  Some areas in the river attract brook trout (as

far as the guides are aware), and some of these can reach

respectable proportions in the several pound range.

ANADROMOUS ARCTIC CHAR 
(Salvelinus alpinus)

September brings in hordes of char, which are plentiful in

the Flowers from August through season’s end around mid-

September.  Canada stopped gill netting in 1992 and, since then,

anadromous char have steadily become larger and more

numerous.  The action by the Canadian Government’s Depart-

ment of Fisheries (DOF) is an example of awareness and

courage to preserve a dwindling and unique national resource.

Char are the most underrated gamefish in North America.  They

are powerful adversaries with great speed, stamina and heart,

and these mighty gamefish will test your tackle and all your

skill.  Char’s aerial contortions rival those of any salmon.

On the final day in camp, a ±8lb char almost pulled my 8-wt

out of my hand, and then with an unbelievable surge sped under

our canoe and was in mid-river 5ft above the water before I

could breathe, and then broke my 12lb tippet.  Char, an anadro-

mous species covered in sea lice, enter the rivers like sleek

silver bullets, being the “fastest fresh water fish” according to

legendary angler AJ McClane.  They only spend a few months

near shore in the swift Labrador Current each year.  These are

critical feeding months in the bounty of these rich waters.

Anadromous char return to spawn in the sand and gravel-

bottomed Flowers, as well as in several feeder streams.  They

always overwinter in the river.  Possibly the Flowers’ largest

spawning aggregation of char is only a moment’s walk from the

main lodge.  Anglers delight in catching them in the morning

and evening hours when not chasing salmon.  Often a few are

brought to the table as they are prized for their savoury taste.

Char are the most colourful of all the fresh water gamefish,

even outdoing the magnificent spawning regalia of their close

cousin, the brook trout.  In full spawning regalia, the males are

stunning, resplendent in hot pink, orange, and red with light

pink spots on a dark background.  They are a healthy table-fare

choice, being the richest species in Omega 3.  The char range is

circumpolar; they are the northernmost dwellers of all fresh

water gamefish.  They are a long-lived species, up to 35 years,

and I personally believe far longer for certain populations.  Char

are iteroparous, spawning many times if left unmolested.  They

typically spawn only once every two or three years, as they

need that time to recover from the extreme stress put on their

system when procreating.  
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Left: A 7lb char like this could very well be 30 years old.
Below: Early morning upstream view from Flowers River Lodge.

“Char are the most colourful of all the 

fresh water gamefish, even outdoing the

magnificent spawning regalia of their 

close cousin, the brook trout.” 
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Additionally, the rigours of the far northern habitat dictate

that char grow very slowly.  In the late 1990s, Robert Behnke

(1929 - 2014), arguably the world’s foremost expert on trout and

char, told me that char were the most adaptable of all the

salmonoids and had dozens of morphs in fresh and salt water.

Char readily take colourful streamers with a lot of flash, and

occasionally will rise to a dry.  A red bead head Polar Shrimp is

deadly for them in the Flowers.  Other bead heads like a Prince

Nymph will take their toll.  I’ve taken several on Grey and White

Wulffs and Blue Charms when salmon fishing.  

ATLANTIC SALMON 
(Salmo salar, linnaeus 1758)

Atlantic salmon are considered by many to be the greatest

of all fresh water game fish.  Historically their importance

cannot be overstated.  In North America they ranged from the

Connecticut River north to the Flowers.  Dam construction in

the 18th and 19th centuries (Turners Falls, Massachusetts,1798;

Enfield, Connecticut,1847) along with pollution, overfishing

and gill netting decimated their numbers.  Restoration efforts

in the USA have had little success.  However, the dismantling of

“The important thing is, sometimes they do strike, occasioning 

one of fly fishing’s greatest and rarest thrills.”
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Below: The author with a 13lb buck 
salmon fresh from the sea.
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the Edwards Dam in Maine and other recent developments pro-

vide hope.  Canada’s DOF buyout of the NF/Labrador gill net-

ters in 1992 had a dramatic positive impact there.  The Atlantic

salmon biomass has increased as have average fish sizes and

the salmon/grilse ratio.  In 2007, two fly rod IGFA records were

established at Flowers River.  Today there’s no commercial fish-

ery in the province, save a limited one by indigenous Indians. 

Atlantic salmon are anadromous – spawning in fresh water,

maturing at sea, then returning to fresh water to spawn.  Adult

salmon dig redds (nests) in gravel 1m wide and 3m - 5m long.

Hens lay eggs in autumn/winter and the buck (male) simulta-

neously fertilises them.  Hens then move upstream and start

another redd.  Isolated salmon strains trapped in fresh water

are called landlocked salmon or ouananiche.  They’re born as

alevins feeding on the yolk sac until becoming small predators

called parr.  They remain in their birth river until aged two, or

as long as seven or eight years in their northernmost range, and

then undergo smoltification, a colour change to silver, and

acquire a salt water tolerance which prepares them to live in

estuarine conditions as smolts.  After this they go to sea, feed

and mature west of Greenland for a period of one to three years,

then return to their birth river to spawn.  Upon re-entering

fresh water, bright salmon darken over time.  Males acquire

distended, hooked jaws called kypes.  Unlike Pacific salmon

that always die, Atlantics are

iteroparous and may live to

spawn again.  It is somewhat

rare for Atlantics to spawn more

than twice.  Grilse are immature

salmon that return after one year

at sea.  Kelts are salmon, turning

dark during winter, and are often

called blacks.  

Supposedly adult Atlantic

salmon do not feed in fresh water

and exactly why they strike a fly

is open to conjecture.  It may be

from habit formed when young,

being agitated, or needing to grind

up invertebrates to leech out

essential vitamins and minerals

necessary to sustain energy levels,

or possibly simply a primordial

protective territorial mechanism.

It could also be a combination

of several of these or none of

the above, but it adds to their

mystique!  The important thing is, sometimes they do strike,

occasioning one of fly fishing’s greatest and rarest thrills.

THE FLOWERS RIVER
The Flowers River, about 96km long, originates in ancient

eroded mountains, runs into an unnamed lake 20km from the

lodge, exits the lake in a spectacular waterfall of 8m and flows

through several sets of rapids.  That Atlantics manage to scale

this seemingly insurmountable waterfall obstacle is evidenced

by the presence of parr in the lake above the falls, according

to some.  Salmon have been seen to leap more than halfway

up the falls before falling back.  It’s only the strongest salmon

that can leap, then swim vertically through the falls’ main flow

and make it up and over.

The Flowers meanders through sand, gravel and bedrock

with rapids, riffles and long slicks.  This is the perfect river

salmon habitat: remote, wild, clear and pristine with no nets or

humans to interfere.  It’s big enough to hold numerous large

salmon, yet small enough to be intimate and safely waded.  It is

20m to well over 30m in width, with clear water and abundant

spawning habitat.  The flow is gentle, the depth typically

shallow (60cm - 1.2m).  Access is by boat and hiking.  Virtually

all the fishing is wading and casting to fish holding in pools 1.2m

- 2.4m deep.  Much of the fishing is by sight.  

Above: Atlantic salmon closeup.
Left: Lower aerial view of the Flowers.
Below: The falls near the Flowers River.
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“Salmon have been seen to

leap more than halfway up the

falls before falling back.”  
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The DOF lists the Flowers’ salmon catchrate per day at 1.8,

the second highest in the 200-plus Newfoundland/Labrador

salmon rivers.  The Flowers also boasts a high salmon to grilse

ratio.  What differentiates the Flowers River from all other

salmon rivers on planet Earth is the propensity for large salmon

to aggressively attack dry flies.  In other Atlantic rivers, I’ve

often cast to a holding salmon hundreds of times and not have

it take a dry.  At the Flowers, I’m absolutely convinced that if

a salmon is fresh from the sea, or you are the first to float a fly

over it, it will invariably attack.

FISH TALES
On 16 August, as dusk approached, my able fishing mate,

Dale Robertson and I were confronted with our first decision

– to fish or not to fish.  Our assigned pools for the day, Jones

and Vannier, were 30 minutes upriver and the sun already low

in the sky.  Dale and I exchanged glances, smiled and were on

our way.  Arriving at Vannier, our guide Rob Solo positioned

Dale at the tail-out and me at the pool’s head.  My first cast

was with a #12 Blue Charm Rob had recommended.  It was

tied with a double half-hitch and fished dry.  It enticed a huge

boil – my heart stopped, I couldn’t breathe.  The sight of a

10-inch wide tail mesmerised me.  Ripped arm or not, I

managed a bum cast of 7m.  The salmon crushed it and was

immediately airborne in its freedom quest.  Laughing, and

with Dale and Rob cheering me on, I battled the leaping, silver

fighting machine that was so tentatively attached to my tiny

fly.  Finally, the salmon came to net – a beautiful buck salmon

fresh from the sea.  He was never taken from the water and

looked to be about 8lb.  

Below: A beautiful Atlantic taken on a Bumblebee fished dry.
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“It enticed a huge boil – my heart stopped, I couldn’t breathe.

The sight of a 10-inch wide tail mesmerised me.” 
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to pick up and recast, the salmon struck.  It was immediately

airborne, jumping repeatedly in full cartwheels.  Salmo salar,

the leaper.  Side-angled pressure guided him out of the current.

Finally he tired and was an arm’s length from Dale.  “We’ll tail

him.”  I  rested, watching Dale repeat his performance. 

Returning to the lodge, we were enthralled as the sunset

turned the river crimson, but this was nowhere near the mag-

nificence of the Northern Lights we experienced later after dark.

At week’s end, we said our goodbyes to new friends and fishing

mates and flew out hoping to return with more time to explore.

This was a once-in-a-lifetime experience with memories of an

unforgettable river to carry with us for the rest of our days.

Tom Boyd is a noted outdoor writer, editor, consultant and

professional fly fisherman.  He participated in Labrador’s

gill net buyout in 1992 and has worked for the Labrador

Travel/DOF Government as a fishery consultant.
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A week later, David Stewart (who’d been top rod, hooking

seven salmon in a three-hour period), told me about a 44-inch

fresh, lice-filled salmon being taken about as far upriver as it

could go.  My guess is that salmon enter on high water through-

out the season and head for their genetically imprinted home

water, wherever that exact spot is.  Note: salmon are over 63cm

or 24 inches, anything shorter is a grilse. 

A grey morning.  Excitement was high.  Rob, Dale and I

headed to Top Pool, our designated area for the day, and as far

as possible from the main lodge.  At Top Pool we quickly raised

several salmon, one a real brute.  “He’s huge,” said Rob.  “Go

get ’im.”  Dale and I waded in.  I was on almost immediately,

not the brute but an acrobatic grilse.  After a quick release, a

second, then a third salmon attacked dries.  All were beautiful

grilses around 22 inches.  Dale also took two nice fish.  Smiling,

Rob said, “We’re done here, let’s move upriver.”  

A short hike put us at Ben Pride’s hole, a smooth, magnifi-

cent run with huge glacial-strewn boulders, many pockets and

slicks, and gin-clear water.  I was up.  Rob set Dale up in the

tail-out and waded with me to the headwater.  Standing atop a

huge flat boulder, Rob pointed out four or five holding salmon;

all seemed mature fish.  Rob tied on a beautiful custom-tied

Bumblebee pattern.  I clumsily “cast” it above the holding

salmon.  One quickly rose, methodically opened his jaws, and

sucked down the bee.  All hell broke loose once the salmon

realised it was hooked, and it tore Ben Pride apart.  I got six

aerobatic jumps and two strong runs out of the buck before he

was subdued and brought to net.  We estimated him at 13lb.

Remarkably, he was bright silver and from the sea, as were

almost all our catches.  We were well into the season and 10km

from the ocean and could only surmise he was spawned far

upstream and was close to his imprinted birthplace. 

Heading back, Dale waded out in a new pool created by a

landslide.  I watched him cast long and true.  As his Blue Charm

reached the end of the free drift it started to swing, creating

resistance as it skittered across the current.  Just as he started

TACKLING UP
RODS: 9ft - 10ft 8-wt rods.  Also, switch and spey rods.

REELS: Large arbor reels with backing capacity of 200m.

LINES: Floating for salmon.  Floating, clear intermediate, or sink tip

for char.

LEADERS:Hand tied or tapered 12ft, 10lb; 12lb for beginners.

FLIES: Size 6 to 12 on salmon hooks: Blue Charms, Paul’s Special

Bugs, Orange Bugs, Green Butt Bugs, all Wulffs, Bombers, Green

Highlanders, Thunder and Lightning, Black and Rusty Rats, Rat Faced

McDougals, Bumblebees.  Tie wets with half-hitch knot around top of

wing.

Streamers for char: Mickey Finn, Muddlers, Yellow Matukas, all bright

streamers with lots of silver Flashabou.  Red bead head Polar Shrimp,

miscellaneous bead head nymphs fished with or without an indicator.

MISCELLANEOUS: Waders, wading staff, rain gear, backpack,

polarised sunglasses, forceps, fly dope, file.

IF YOU WANT TO GO
SEASON: Salmon: 15 July to early September (5lb - 30+lb, average

9lb - 15lb).  Char: 10 August - 15 September (2lb - 20+lb, average 4lb).

Trout: 15 July - 15 September (2.5lb - 6lb, average 3lb).

REGULATIONS: Labrador reel limit: 1 salmon, 3 grilse/day; 2 salmon,

6 grilse/season.  Fly fishing only, barbless hooks, catch-and-release

only. 

TRIP COSTS: Vary up to $6,750 Canadian, soon to be converted to

USD, Sunday to Saturday, all-inclusive from Goose Bay, except liquor,

beer and tips.  For further information, visit www.flowersriver.com

Above: Salmo salar, the leaper, high above the Flowers River.
Top right: Popular Flowers flies include Blue Charms, various

Bombers, Bumblebees, Wulffs and Cosseboom.
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